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ABSTRACT: Recent successes in forming different
shaped face centered cubic (fcc) metal nanostructures
has enabled a greater understanding of nanocrystal growth
mechanisms. Here we extend this understanding to the
synthesis of hexagonally close packed (hcp) metal
nanostructures, to form uniquely faceted ruthenium
nanocrystals with a well-defined hourglass shape. The
hourglass nanocrystals are formed in a three-step
thermodynamic growth process with dodecylamine as
the organic stabilizer. The hourglass nanocrystals are then
shown to readily self-assemble to form a new type of
nanocrystal superlattice.

Great advances have been made in designing synthetic
methods for the formation of a range of unique shapes in

metal nanocrystal synthesis, for example branched, overgrown,
and porous nanostructures from face centered cubic (fcc)
metals such as Pd, Pt, and Au.1−3 However methods are less
well established for metals with the hexagonal closed packed
(hcp) crystal structure. Due to the huge potential of ruthenium
as a catalyst in aromatic hydrogenation and CO oxidation, the
formation of different shaped ruthenium nanocrystals is also an
area of great interest.4,5 Recent work by Zhou et al. and
Hoefelmeyer et al. has produced branched ruthenium nano-
crystals, and Banin et al. have synthesized ruthenium
nanocages; however the majority of syntheses have led to
spherical or near-spherical nanocrystals, as well as their
aggregates.6−11 Because ruthenium crystallizes in an hcp crystal
structure, methods used to control the shape of fcc noble metal
nanocrystals cannot be readily applied. This is largely due to an
inherent anisotropy in the hcp crystal structure which promotes
growth in the direction of the c-axis, leading to rod or worm-
like nanostructures.10 Synthetic shape control in the formation
of ruthenium nanocrystals therefore remains an important
challenge, combined with a need for an understanding of the
growth mechanisms.
In order to effectively investigate and exploit the promising

properties of different shaped metal nanocrystals, a uniform
shape and narrow size distribution is essential.12 Such
uniformity can be achieved in a relatively facile manner when
nanocrystals are formed in the solution phase under slow,
thermodynamically controlled growth conditions.13 However,
shape control of metal nanocrystals grown in the solution phase

can often be fast and kinetically controlled.14,15 Therefore, the
development of thermodynamically driven synthetic methods
to achieve shape control for hcp metals could allow for a range
of well-defined, uniquely shaped nanocrystals.
Here we report the formation of uniquely shaped ruthenium

hourglass nanocrystals from a thermodynamically controlled
growth regime. To synthesize the hourglass nanocrystals,
ruthenium(II) acetylacetonate is reacted in a pressure reaction
vessel under a hydrogen atmosphere for 70 h with dodecyl-
amine as the organic stabilizer ligand. During their formation
we observe a three-step growth process: (i) coalescence of
ruthenium nanoparticle nuclei to form partially crystalline rod-
like nanoparticles, (ii) crystallization, and (iii) overgrowth to
form well-defined and uniform hourglass nanocrystals. The
hourglass nanocrystals are observed to readily self-assemble
with spherical ruthenium nanocrystals to form a shape-directed
nanocrystal superlattice.
Figure 1a shows a typical transmission electron microscope

(TEM) image of the ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals. The
hourglass nanocrystals are 18 ± 3 nm in length and 11 ± 2 nm
wide with necks that are 4 ± 1 nm thick (full size distribution
analysis is given in the Supporting Information (SI), Figure S1).
They were synthesized in a yield of 77% with the remainder
made up of 19% rod-like and 4% near-spherical nanocrystals.
Figure 1b shows a high resolution transmission electron

microscope (HRTEM) image of a single ruthenium hourglass
nanocrystal. The hourglass is 18 nm in length and 13 nm wide
with a 4 nm wide neck. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of
the image is shown in Figure 1c with spots assigned as {002},
{101}, and {100} reflections, indicating the hourglass is single
crystal hcp viewed down a ⟨010⟩ orientation. The hourglass
nanocrystal is bound by {001} and {101} facets at the ends and
sides respectively, and the truncated corners of the hourglass
are terminated by {101} facets. This is shown schematically in
Figure 1d. The shape of the hourglass is analogous to two
truncated hexagonal pyramid subunits joined at their vertices
(for further analysis, see SI S2).
The hourglass shape is different from ruthenium and cobalt

hexagonal platelets where selective adsorption of capping
ligands or counterions on the (001) hcp facet has been
observed to form hexagonal platelets and stacked platelet
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shapes.16 The ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals retained their
shape after aging for 140 h at 140 °C, illustrating the stability of
this morphology (SI, Figure S3).
To investigate the role of the stabilizer, ligand experiments

were performed with oleylamine or hexadecylamine replacing
the dodecylamine (SI, Figure S4). When oleylamine or
hexadecylamine was used only irregular shaped nanocrystals
were formed, indicating dodecylamine is critical for the growth
of ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals. To understand the growth
of the hourglass nanocrystals, intermediates were isolated by
quenching the reaction at 20, 48, and 52 h. After 20 h near-
spherical partially crystalline ruthenium nanocrystal nuclei (3.9
± 0.6 in size) were isolated (see SI, Figure S5). The inset in
Figure S5 shows a selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern that has diffuse rings indicating the nanocrystal nuclei
are only partially crystalline.
Figure 2a shows an HRTEM image of an intermediate

nanocrystal isolated after 48 h. The intermediate is 15 nm in
length and 5 nm wide and consists of 3 nanoparticle nuclei
coalesced in a bent-chain formation. The FFT of the image is
given in Figure 2b which shows a slightly diffuse ring
corresponding to {101} reflections, indicating a partially
crystalline structure. A close-up of the intermediate nanocrystal
surface is shown in Figure 2c. The surface is rounded with no
assignable terminating facets observable. Figure 2d shows an
intermediate nanocrystal isolated after 52 h. The intermediate is

18 nm in length and 9 nm wide with an overall shape
resembling an hourglass. The FFT of the image is given in
Figure 2e with spots assigned as {002}, {101}, and {100}
reflections, which indicates the intermediate is single crystal hcp
viewed down a ⟨010⟩ zone axis. The intermediate nanocrystal
surface is comprised of {001} and {101} facets with regions of
higher index facets observable. This is confirmed by a high
magnification HRTEM image of the surface (Figure 2f). The
dotted line in Figure 2f shows that {101} facets are yet to form,
indicating the intermediate is still experiencing growth. The
observation of a residual ruthenium precursor after purification
of the intermediates confirms that growth continues from the
intermediate to form the final hourglass nanocrystals. In order
to better understand the structure of the intermediate a selected
area of the surface (shown by the black box in Figure 2d) was
examined with aberration corrected HRTEM, shown in Figure
3.
The high magnification HRTEM image shows an area of the

intermediate surface which is terminated by {110} facets with a

Figure 1. Ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals synthesized after 70 h. (a)
TEM image of ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals, scale bar = 20 nm.
(b) HRTEM image of a single, highly crystalline, ruthenium hourglass
nanocrystal, scale bar = 5 nm. (c) FFT of the ruthenium hourglass
nanocrystal shown in (b). (d) Schematic of a single ruthenium
hourglass nanocrystal showing termination by {001} and {101} facets.

Figure 2. Ruthenium hourglass nanocrystal intermediates. (a)
HRTEM image of a partially crystalline ruthenium rod-like nanocrystal
intermediate isolated after 48 h, scale bar = 2 nm. (b) FFT of the
ruthenium rod-like nanocrystal shown in (a). (c) High magnification
HRTEM image of the surface of the rod-like nanocrystal as shown by
the white box in (a). (d) HRTEM image of a single crystal ruthenium
hourglass-like nanocrystal intermediate isolated after 52 h, scale bar =
2 nm. (e) FFT of the ruthenium hourglass-like nanocrystal shown in
(d). (f) High magnification HRTEM image of the surface of the
hourglass-like nanocrystal as shown by the white box in (d). The
selected area of the surface indicated by the black box is further
analyzed in Figure 3.
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number of surface defects observable. All the additional
nanocrystals analyzed by HRTEM (for example, SI, Figure
S6) indicate the formation of (110) facets. Employing a
notation developed for the surface analysis of Pt nanocrystals,
the arrows point to monatomic n(110) × (110) type steps.17,18

The (110)/(110) edge labeled by the curly bracket has
reconstructed to give a (100) type surface. These defects create
a surface with a higher energy when compared to a clean {110}
terminated surface indicating further growth occurs to form the
final well-defined hourglass nanocrystals.
From HRTEM analysis of the time-resolved experiments we

observe three distinct growth steps: (i) coalescence, (ii)
crystallization, and (iii) overgrowth. The first step involves
the coalescence of spherical ruthenium nuclei to form partially
crystalline rod-like nanoparticles. The observation of coales-
cence is well established in nanoparticles synthesis, for example
in the formation of Au and Pt nanocrystals, and is driven by a
reduction in the surface free energy.19,20

In the second stage, the partially crystalline rod-like
nanoparticles crystallize into single crystal structures as shown
in Figure 2d. Such crystallization following coalescence has
previously been observed in the formation of Pt nanocrystals
and ZnO nanorods.21−23 The thermodynamic driving force for
crystallization in the current system is thought to be an increase
in metal−metal bonding which offsets the entropic cost of
eliminating crystal defects. This is due to the relatively high
metal−metal bonding strength of ruthenium when compared to
other metals, e.g., Pt or Pd.24,25

The third and final growth step involves further growth to
form well-defined hourglass nanocrystals. For hcp structures
the expression of (001) and (101) facets is energetically
preferred as these have the highest atomic density and are
therefore considered the lowest energy facets (ρ(001) > ρ(101)
> ρ(100)).26,27 Therefore as the single crystal intermediates
continue to grow and atoms rearrange, surface coverage by low
energy (001) and (101) facets is increased at the expense of
relatively high energy (100) type facets leading to a well-
defined hourglass shape. The stabilization energy of the (101)
is enough to offset any energy cost due to the neck. A critical
size of neck may be necessary, as no hourglass nanocrystals
were observed with necks below 3 nm. Also observed (∼4%
yield) were ruthenium bowtie-like nanocrystals with two necks
(SI, Figure S7). It is thought this is due to larger nanocrystal
nuclei positioned in the middle of the orientated attachment
process in step one. The growth of the hourglass nanocrystals is
further encouraged by the presence of dodecylamine as the

capping ligand. Dodecylamine is a straight chain organic
molecule with 12 carbon atoms which can close-pack on a
surface.28 Due to an increased packing density, (001) and (101)
type facets can accommodate a more dense coverage of
dodecylamine. This leads to reduction in the surface energy of
the nanocrystal due to an increase in the number of interactions
between the dangling bonds of surface ruthenium atoms and
the amine functionality of the surfactant. In contrast oleylamine
has a kink in its carbon chain due to the double bond
decreasing the ability of the stabilizer to close-pack on the
surface, leading to less surface stabilization and irregular shaped
nanocrystals. Hexadecylamine also forms irregular nanocrystals;
this is because longer chain organic stabilizers are known to
bind less strongly than those with a chain length of 12 carbon
atoms to nanocrystal surfaces.29 A similar process was observed
in the thermodynamically controlled growth of fcc Pt3Fe
nanorods where redistribution following coalescence decreased
the overall surface energy to form smooth, well-defined and
straight nanorods.30 In the current system we observe the same
reduction in surface energy, as low energy facets are
preferentially exposed. For fcc structures this typically leads
to shapes bound by {111} and {100} facets; however for the
hcp crystal structure, {001} and {101} facets are energetically
preferred leading to an hourglass shape.14,31

The ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals are uniform in shape
and size and were therefore considered as good candidates for
self-assembly. A solution containing a mixture of spherical and
hourglass shaped ruthenium nanocrystals was dried on a TEM
grid. The nanocrystals readily self-assembled to form a new
type of nanocrystal superlattice, shown in Figure 4 with a

schematic in the inset. The unit cell shows a 2:1 ratio of
hourglass to spherical nanocrystals. The maximum superlattice
observed was 0.05 μm2. Additional regions of self-assembly
with the same structure are shown in Figure S8 with no other
superlattice structures observed. The binary superlattice
consists of ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals in horizontal
and vertical orientations with spherical ruthenium nanocrystals
incorporated in the interstices. The interparticle spacing for the
vertically oriented hourglass is 1.9 nm and is consistent with
overlapping dodecylamine.
In summary, we have formed ruthenium nanocrystals with a

well-defined hourglass shape from thermodynamic growth
conditions. Intermediates were isolated which show that the
nanocrystals grow in a three-step process involving (i)
coalescence, (ii) crystallization, and (iii) overgrowth. Each
step is driven by a reduction in the overall nanocrystal free

Figure 3. High magnification HRTEM image of the surface of an
hourglass-like intermediate. The arrows point to n(110) × (110) type
monatomic steps and the curly bracket shows a (110)/(110) type edge
reconstructed to form a (100) surface.

Figure 4. TEM image of a binary nanocrystal superlattice formed by
the controlled evaporation of a mixture of ruthenium hourglass
nanocrystals and spherical ruthenium nanocrystals. Scale bar = 20 nm.
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energy. The ruthenium hourglass nanocrystals are then shown
to readily self-assemble to form a new type of shape-directed
nanocrystal superlattice. These results show that concepts of
thermodynamic growth developed to form highly faceted fcc
nanocrystals can be applied to hcp metals to produce an
entirely new shape of nanocrystal. This opens up the possibility
of forming a whole range of uniquely shaped nanocrystals for
hcp metals where different crystal faces are thermodynamically
stabilized and exposed on the surface. Such new types of
nanocrystals will undoubtedly display unique catalytic, optical,
and electronic properties.
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